Purpose: This project proposes using a real tissue phantom for 4D tissue deformation reconstruction (4DTDR) and 4D deformable image registration (DIR) validation, which allows for the complete verification of the motion path rather than limited end-point to end-point of motion. Methods: Three electro-magnetic-tracking (EMT) fiducials were implanted into fresh porcine liver that was subsequently animated in a clinically realistic phantom. The animation was previously shown to be similar to organ motion, including hysteresis, when driven using a real patient's breathing pattern. For this experiment, 4DCTs and EMT traces were acquired when the phantom was animated using both sinusoidal and recorded patient-breathing traces. Fiducial were masked prior to 4DTDR for reconstruction. The original 4DCT data (with fiducials) were sampled into 20 CT phase sets and fiducials' coordinates were recorded, resulting in time-resolved fiducial motion paths. Measured values of fiducial location were compared to EMT measured traces and the result calculated by 4DTDR. Results: For the sinusoidal breathing trace, 95% of EMT measured locations were within 1.2 mm of the measured 4DCT motion path, allowing for repeatable accurate motion characterization. The 4DTDR traces matched 95% of the EMT trace within 1.6 mm. Using the more irregular (in amplitude and frequency) patient trace, 95% of the EMT trace points fitted both 4DCT and 4DTDR motion path within 4.5 mm. The average match of the 4DTDR estimation of the tissue hysteresis over all CT phases was 0.9 mm using a sinusoidal signal for animation and 1.0 mm using the patient trace.
I. INTRODUCTION
A widely used tool for characterizing patient-specific organ/tumor motion is four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT). In addition to the accurate knowledge of patientspecific organ motion gained by use of 4DCT imaging, another application of recent interest is the calculation of a socalled "4D dose distribution" via the use of 4D tissue deformation reconstruction (4DTDR) and 4D deformable image registration (DIR).
Hinkle et al. 1 developed a 4DTDR algorithm by fitting a spatiotemporal motion model (STMM) to either raw CT projection data if available or unbinned CT-images. In order to alleviate artifacts resulting from binning errors, the 4DTDR performs a joint registration, wherein a STMM and a single image are matched simultaneously to all the other images.
Regularization of the motion model may then be used to diminish the impact of image artifacts on the resulting motion estimate. This approach allows reconstruction of a motion path at any time or position while providing a lower signal to noise ratio. Current studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] are limited in their ability to verify measured spatial landmark continuously in time and therefore published data often use deformation endpoints. Deviations between DIR calculation and intermittent CT phase measurements on the motion path, i.e., before the motion path is completed, are usually neglected. Validation studies 6 often evaluate the performance of DIR algorithms by comparing the position of high-contrast feature points against "ground truth" positions, thereby determining algorithms which easily identify points reliably. Since DIR and 4DTDR algorithms each use image contrast to guide motion estimation, it is considerably more challenging to evaluate performance in lowcontrast environments such as the interior of the liver. This work introduces a phantom with a low-contrast environment to measure the performance of a 4DTDR algorithm. Even though it is infeasible to track as many low-contrast points using fiducials as are commonly used in extracted-feature studies, the additional challenge provided by the lack of contrast makes such phantom use for validation quite useful.
The most meaningful validation for a given DIR or 4DTDR will require use of a deformable phantom capable of repeatable, realistic simulation of all important tissue specific behaviors, including voxel deformation and hysteresis. The phantom, a clinically realistic porcine liver phantom which is capable of producing patient equivalent tissue deformation, 7 allows end-to-end validation of motion and a full analysis of the motion characteristic of the tissue in time and location of voxels. This real-tissue 4D phantom produces periodic 3D-motion, equivalent to that typically observed in patients, to validate the free-form diffeomorphism/smooth-velocity-flow 4DTDR model. 
II. METHODS
A previously described motion phantom containing a porcine liver lobe 7 with fiducials embedded for evaluation of a previously reported 4DTDR (Ref. 1) was used.
II.A. Data acquisition
The phantom was prepared with a freshly explanted porcine liver containing three electro-magnetic tracking (EMT) transponders (∼8 mm long and 2 mm in diameter). A phantom motion-controller that runs sinusoidal and irregular patient-recorded breathing pattern, via a piston, was applied onto the liver. For this study, a sinusoidal 6 s trace or one specific patient trace were used. A GE Lightspeed RT16 CT scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with the Realtime Position Management (RPM) system (Varian RPM, Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA) [8] [9] [10] was used for the 4DCT acquisition. Images were acquired using 1.25 mm slices while maximizing the number of images that can be obtained for a 4DCT dataset which is a maximum of 3000 images. The image number of 4DCT in this study ranged between 2880 and 2944 images. Image data were processed using the GE AW Sim MD software (version 7.6) to generate 20 separate phase-binned CT image sets, depending on the length of couch movement during data acquisition. This 4DCT data were then used to generate a complete motion path for each fiducial.
In order to confirm the accurate 4DCT measurement of fiducial motion, and to understand the natural variation of motion within tissue, the phantoms' complete motion was tracked for multiple periods using an EMT localizing and tracking system (Calypso Medical Technologies Inc., Seattle, WA) based in our treatment vault. Figure 1 shows the setup of the phantom. In each case, the animation lasted approximately 10 min. The EMT generated data (10 Hz for individual transponders), utilizing a higher temporal positional acquisition rate than 4DCT, were compared to the 4DCT measured fiducial coordinates motion pattern and, ultimately, to the 4DTDR predicted motion pattern.
II.B. Data processing
Data points in the phase sampled CT data were analyzed manually by one person. Data points in the 4DTDR were acquired through software means. To create a spatiotemporal link between 4DCT and 4DTDR generated data, the piston position was used as a common reference point to map the 4DCT phase-based data into the temporal/amplitude-based frame of the 4DTDR. The EMT fiducials' locations were compared against the motion pattern generated by the respective fiducial in the phase binned 4DCT data. The 4DTDR predicted fiducial motion patterns were calculated and compared against 4DCT motion pattern. To confirm the accuracy of the 4DCT measurement, which represents the "ground truth" for comparison with the 4DTDR, the shortest 3D-distance of each EMT trace point to the interpolated CT-phase binned motion track was calculated. Good agreement of the 4DCT with the high temporal resolution EMT indicates accurate (i.e., artifact free) 4DCT measurement of fiducial motion patterns.
II.C. Maximum a posteriori (MAP) 4D tissue deformation reconstruction
We used all raw, time-stamped 4D images to reconstruct and estimate deformations in anatomy, outlined in detail by Hinkle et al. 1 Using the breathing trace from the RPM system, along with the data time-stamps, the raw image data were tagged with a breathing-signal amplitude. For a periodic breathing pattern under conditions of hysteresis, a given voxel's trajectory essentially corresponds to tracing one half of an approximately elliptical 3D path whenever the breathing signal is rising (exhale), and the other half when the breathing signal is falling (inhale). Using two-parameter binning methods (Langner and Keall 11 ), we found that the time derivative of the breathing signal, in combination with the breathing signal itself, gave the best parameterization. Therefore, the 4DTDR hysteresis received partitioned data, i.e., two disjoint sets-one with positive breathing signal and one with negative breathing signal derivative. The resulting two, amplitude-index motion estimates were then jointly estimated, along with a common base image.
II.D. Electronic masking of fiducials in porcine liver
To avoid the possibility of any algorithm, as well as the 4DTDR benefiting from the unfair advantage of being "driven" by the implanted fiducials, the fiducials were masked in a second dataset. Images containing fiducials or clearly visible artifacts of fiducials were processed prior to being submitted to the 4DTDR. A rectangular region encompassing the streak artifacts centered around each fiducial was outlined and a homogeneous region of equivalent size, containing unaliased liver tissue, was chosen in the same slice and tiled into the erased region. After tiling and successful visual verification of fiducial masking, pixels along the edges of the masked region were blended with their original values using a Tukey (cosine taper) window function. This resulted in the slices being effectively masked of evidence of the fiducials, while retaining the texture of homogenous liver tissue. 
III. RESULTS

III.A. Comparison of 4DCT measurement to EMT tracking measurement
The accuracy of the EMT system has been reported to be less than 0.5 mm in any direction for motion speeds of up to 3 cm/s. 12 Ninety-five percent and ninety-nine percent of the EMT points were within 1.2 mm and 1.4 mm of the 4DCT measurements. Figures 2 and 3 plot the 3D distances of the acquired EMT points to the closest 4DCT points (Y axis) according to respiratory phase for both 4DCT datasets. The sinusoidal animated liver indicates good agreement between the two measurement techniques as depicted in Fig. 2 patient trace can be seen in Fig. 3 , showing a greater motion variation. The difference in sinusoidal and patient animation is visualized in Fig. 4 which depicts an example of the EMT point clouds for the clustered distinct sinusoidal (dark gray) and more varied patient (light gray) animation of the porcine liver in two dimensions. The wider spread of motion is in line with the variation in amplitude and period.
III.B. Measurement errors
Our error analysis revealed that the standard deviation of fiducial position measurements is submillimeter. We were able to localize the center of a stationary BB from all CT- phases with 0.1 mm standard deviation, at 1.25 mm slice thickness. The maximum phase sampling error (MPSE) for the sinusoidal 4DCT datasets after binning, as stated by the AW software, was 1% indicating correct phase assignment. Figure 5 displays the 4DTDR estimations of the 4DCT dataset with fiducials visible (lined track) and masked (dotted track). For same datasets the two corresponding 4DTDR motion paths were less than 0.1 mm, thus indicating that masking the fiducials is acceptable. For the purpose of this study, we therefore continued with the masked dataset results only.
III.C. Comparison of EMT tracking to the 4DTDR hysteresis prediction, i.e., with breathing trace derivative
The 4DTDR hysteresis solution, incorporating the RPM time derivative, resulted in a 0.9 mm average 3D distance from the measured sinusoidal animated 4DCT phase datasets with fiducials. The distances for the 95% and 99% of EMT points to the patient trace animated measured 4DCT data, 4DTDR and 4DTDR hysteresis are shown in Table I . The 4DTDR hysteresis results are close to the actual measurement. Figures 6 and 7 plot the 3D distances of the acquired EMT points to the closest 4DTDR hysteresis points (Y axis) according to respiratory phase for both 4DTDR datasets. The 4DTDR hysteresis calculated solution in Fig. 6 is comparing favorably with the distances measured between EMT and 4DCT data as shown in Fig. 2 . 
III.D. Comparison of EMT tracking to the 4DTDR hysteresis prediction with patient trace-based animation
The MPSE for the patient-trace animated 4DCT dataset after binning, as stated by the AW software, was 13% indicating average phase assignment error, similar to real patient data on any day.
Numeric data, representing the 3D distance between measured 4DCT and 4DTDR hysteresis (sinusoidal) and 4DTDR hysteresis (patient) is presented in Table II . The 3D distances of the acquired EMT points to the closest 4DTDR hysteresis points (Y axis) according to respiratory phase for the patient animated data in Fig. 7 again compare favorably to the EMT to 4DCT comparison in Fig. 3 .
IV. DISCUSSION
Multiple studies have used limited sets of retrospective patient data (between 2 and 5) from 4DCT acquisition to validate their respective deformation models. [13] [14] [15] These and other authors have gleaned their results from centroid-tocentroid comparison, 16 volume-overlap-comparison, image cross-correlation, distance to agreement of manually/visually identified landmarks or organ-contours in 2D as well as in 3D, isointensity contours, 17, 18 and other similar measures. Average end to end errors in such studies are reported to range from 2 to 3 mm, but it is important to note that none of the aforementioned methods report on the complete motion path accuracy, neither do they enable repeated motion characterization or can they account for errors in the widest part of the hysteresis loop.
To avoid the limitations of patient-based studies on the motion path and binning artifacts, a biologically realistic phantom-based validation is performed here using highly reproducible liver tissue motion. The capability of repeatedly modeling and characterizing real tissue hysteresis and deformation using a biologically realistic phantom as performed here improves validation efforts and counters challenges to the evaluation through imaging limitations on real patients.
Previously observed hysteresis in patients 4, 19 was challenging to reproduce and to accurately image repeatedly. Phantoms lacked a natural tissue hysteresis and were limited due to simplified tissue modeling approaches. A characterized hysteresis pattern in real tissue allows for study of behaviors when faced with irregular motion. The evaluated 4DTDR hysteresis motion path fitted to measured regular 4DCT and EMT data to within less than 2 mm on average, i.e., the error here applies to any point within the motion path and not only to motion end points. More importantly, the phantom through the accurate characterization and repeatable measurements of tissue deformation allows validation of any deformative algorithm in detail. 
V. CONCLUSION
Accurate validation over the whole motion path is essential in evaluating the usefulness of any DIR or 4DTDR intended for use in 4D dose calculation methods. The phantom allowed accurate quantification of a specific natural tissue hysteresis motion path using 4DCT and EMT-tracking. The overall average error of the evaluated 4DTDR hysteresis to the measured data of the sinusoidal 4DCT was 0.9 mm and to the patient trace 4DCT within 1 mm. The 4DTDR hysteresis traces matched 95% of the EMT points within 1 mm (sinusoidal) and within 4.5 mm (patient). The fit of an estimated motion trace to a real motion path as measured by 4DCT and EMT can be shown and validated. The average error presented applies to any point within the motion path.
